About us.
DC Connections is a Portland, Or. based concept – the Rose City, of the
great Pacific Northwest. We are dedicated to providing state-of-the-art
audio/video cables, in-wall & ceiling speakers, custom window shades,
source distribution panels, home automation and streaming portfolio from
the leading industry manufacturers. Our services and products also include:

Delivering Audio/Video In-Home Solutions
Welcome to DC Connections, providing superior Audio/Video products
and services for your home. We bring the sights and sounds of the future
into your environment. Our objective is to offer the best value and quality
products while maintaining the highest level of excellent service. Allowing
our expertise guide you in obtaining the proper equipment and accessories
for either your home theater or whole house audio applications which will
bring you and your family years of entertainment pleasure.
Whether you are looking for custom window shades, speakers, A/V
cables, products or project design & consultation; we’ll have the
product to fit your application. We are able to provide designing &
consultation within the United States through a remote process and
welcome the opportunity to work with you..
We invite you to contact us.
P: 1.503.880.3710
www.dc-connections.com - CCB# 148107

• Consulting & Sales
• Designing and Installing Home Theater Automation Systems
• Creating whole house Audio systems either for background music,
Critical listening or a combination of both
• Motorized Lifts and Transitions
• Room Acoustic Treatment
• Custom Window Shades
• Lighting Control
• Security Camera Installation
• Network Infrastructure
• Privacy Glass
Our goal is to deliver superior quality products & friendly services to
accommodate all audio/video enthusiasts.
DC Connections offers the most cost effective home theater systems that
will delight your hearts and impress your senses- while delivering the best
service, performance and value.
As technology becomes more sophisticated, decorative and a life style with
new products being continually introduced, the performance of audio/video
features in your home should maintain pace with these changes.
Allowing our expertise guide you in obtaining the proper equipment and
accessories for either your home theater or whole house audio applications
which will bring you and your family years of entertainment pleasure.

Our staff is continually conducting research while
also pursuing on-going training to guarantee our
customers knowledgeable service and advice,
supported by the latest cutting edge products
our manufacturers have to offer.
We look forward to the opportunity of working
with you.
Thank you for supporting your local businesses!
DC Connections, LLC.

Intelligent Integration
Introducing MX HomePro™
Make Your Home a Smart Home.
Control entertainment plus smart home
technology via remote control or mobile app.
MX HomePro™ controls audio/video components,
interior and exterior lighting, door locks, cameras,
thermostats, motorized blinds and more.

E N T E R TA I N M E N T
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*Control4 products provided and supported by Evolved Home.

Universal Remotes & App Control
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*Control4 products provided and supported by Evolved Home.
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Universal Remotes & App Control

*Control4 products provided and supported by Evolved Home.

Universal Remotes & App Control
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”FURNITURE SHAPED BY YOUR NEEDS”
For more than 20 years, Salamander Designs® has been designing
innovative, specialized furniture systems that are shaped by your needs.
Our products are engineered specifically for their purpose.
We produce specialized furniture designed to satisfy the functional
requirements of professional AV Integrators and AV enthusiasts.
As a 20-year member of the industry’s most influential national
associations, we feel the pulse of what is happening in technology.
This focus has earned Salamander the title of #1 Brand of AV Furniture
by CE Pro Magazine.

Specialized Furniture
As an industry leader, we produce specialized AV furniture and
accessories that are designed for professional Integrators and Audiophiles.
Our products are engineered specifically for their intended purpose
and comply with industry standards such as UL and EIA compliance.

OUR COMMITMENT
Our facility is designed for materials and production to flow through

At Salamander, our business is fueled by our

an efficient process. Salamander manages using “Lean Manufacturing”

passion to create the highest quality AV furniture

principles and “pull manufacturing” techniques. This process allows us to

on the market, backed by superior service.

Build-to-order thereby allowing us to carry virtually no finished goods

Like our furniture, we want our relationship

stock. The concept is for the customer to “pull” the product through

with you to last a lifetime.

production with his order…you ask for it and we build it.

That is our commitment to you!
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Lifestyle

Solving seating challenges since the 40’s…
Primarily a design-oriented manufacturer, Fortress has been providing seating for executives and board rooms for over 75 years. In the late 1990’s
Fortress first manufactured theater seating for personal home theaters. With theater seating, design is important. But equally important is the comfort.

Theater seating... The beginning.. .
Fortress entered the home theater arena because there was a void when it came to custom seating. Designers were creating beautiful home theaters
and integrators were designing custom audio and video, and the need for custom seating was apparent. Even with over 30 standard models from
which to choose, the need for custom seating is more demanding than ever.

Our Pledge...
Our commitment to service doesn’t stop once your chairs are delivered. Customers are important before and after the sale. That’s our commitment
to you and we’ve honored it for over 75 years.

Lifestyle
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Whole Home Audio

Whole Home Audio
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New World of

Wireless Freedom
MusicCast makes it easy to bring music
to every room in your home wirelessly
with playback controlled by a simple app.
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Whole Home Audio

All Your Content
Access streaming music and Internet radio stations music
files on your mobile devices and computers, Bluetooth ®
sources and external sources such as a TV, Blu-ray
disc player or even a turntable.

Whole Home Audio
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Voice Activation

The NERO VOX provides a unique custom interface for the ECHO DOT 3rd Generation
creating a Powered Docking station that allows access to the four control switches and
Alexa Voice communication. The powerful and efficient Class D amplifier can power a
single 4-ohm or 8-ohm pair of speakers or two pair of 8-ohm speakers. The amplifier
will automatically recognize the load and output
accordingly. The NERO VOX allows the customer take advantage of the multiple
features of the ECHO DOT Gen 3 while providing step up External Amplification and
custom speakers that are optimized for the room placement including In-Ceiling,
In-Wall or Cabinet Speakers. The NERO Vox is very versatile covering New Construction,
Retro-fit construction or a great upgrade to millions of Custom Whole House systems
installed over the last 25 years.

Voice Activation
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Invisibility Perfected:
The LineaResponse G Series

Putting Aesthetics Over Technology
INVISIBILITY HAS NEVER SOUNDED THIS GOOD.
Today’s multi-channel surround sound and whole-house audio systems
require multiple speaker locations. The result can be an ever growing
number of speaker grilles, boxes and hardware that compete with the
decor of your living space.
We invite you to experience the freedom of invisibility with our new
LineaResponse® invisible speakers. With Stealth Acoustics you get dynamic full
range audio placed where you want, without regard to the architectural
conflicts that occur with conventional speaker grilles and boxes.
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Invisible Speakers

INSTALLS LIKE A STANDARD DRYWALL PATCH.

with the wallboard surrounding it.

The installation process is as simple as fitting a drywall patch and the

Stealth Acoustics speakers are equally at home in the wall or ceiling

speakers may finished with a number of common modern methods. The

and the edges of the speaker panel fit flush to the surrounding

speakers are built on a solid injection molded frame that contains the

wallboard. The seams are taped and spackled using standard materials

traditional drivers and crossovers found in high performance speakers.

and techniques. Simply sand the seams and apply your desired finish.

This portion mounts directly to the structural framing. The face of the

Possible options include latex paint, flat finish, orange peel texture,

speaker is smooth and durable and is designed to finish seamlessly

light plaster, light wallpaper, or light fabric.

To view our entire selection please visit us on the web! stealthacoustics.com

SLR8G

Full Range, 2 Way.
Single Stereo Panel

LRGG

Full Range,
2 WayPanel

B22G

Compact
Subwoofer

830G

Subwoofer
System

Invisible Speakers
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Defying the elements - a true outdoor speaker

STINGRAY SERIES

HIGH PERFORMANCE AUDIO

FULL RANGE, 8" 3-WAY SPEAKERS
Based on the advanced technology behind
Stealth's new generation LRX-83 invisible
indoor speaker, the StingRay83 raises the
bar on outdoor audio.

Creating a speaker that can take on nature’s toughest elements is
no easy task but with the StingRay line of Environmentally Durable
Speakers, Stealth Acoustics has done just that!

Never paint a rusty speaker grill again!

The StingRay family utilizes the same technology behind the award
winning, full-range LineaResponse indoor invisible speakers, built into
a fully sealed outdoor enclosure. With no exposed grills these speakers
achieve an unprecedented Environmental Protection Rating of IP-68
and are at home in rain, sun, snow, and dust and from 0° – 150° F.
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FULL LINE BROCHURE 2020

Defying the elements - a true outdoor speaker
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OUTDOOR DISTRIBUTED AUDIO

OUTDOOR SUBWOOFER

FULL RANGE, 8" 2-WAY SPEAKER

FULL RANGE, 6" 2-WAY SPEAKER

OUTDOOR SUBWOOFER

The StingRay8 is a full-range outdoor
speaker featuring deep bass and sparkling
highs combined with ultra-wide dispersion
characteristics. Excellent for an outdoor
theater or where music is forefront.

The compact StingRay6 is perfectly
suited for outdoor distributed audio and
background music applications. It's small
size allows it to be easily integrated into
your outdoor space.

Stealth's high-powered, environmentally
protected outdoor subwoofer system is
the StingRay430. Designed to utilizes eight
acoustically coupled, high-power, 8" cone
woofers and a passive radiator the SR430
creates full, space-filling, outdoor bass.

FINISH OPTIONS

MOUNTING ACCESSORIES

StingRay products are offered in either
white or black finish as well as custom
paint or image wrap finishes.

The StingRay83/8/6 each ship with a
simple dead-hang bracket that allows for
on-wall mounting. Optional accessories
include a heavy-duty U-bracket (for
overhead or secure installation), ground
stake (for landscape installation), or a
swivel mount.

Blend in or stand out! From camouflaging
imagery, to commercial branding, a
custom vinyl wrap can help make your
installation unique. StingRay speakers can
also be custom painted at the factory.
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Defying the elements - a true outdoor speaker
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FULL LINE BROCHURE 2020

The only invisible speaker in the industry Stingray 8 Soffit Speaker Kit. Make your eaves sing!

Defying the elements - a true outdoor speaker
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Stealth Acoustics StingRay Speakers are perfect for any outdoor environment!
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Defying the elements - a true outdoor speaker

Super Size

Luxury Outdor TV
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Beautified Sound & Picture

ART SPEAKERS

TV COVERS

CUSTOMIZABLE 2-WAY FULL-RANGE
ON-WALL SPEAKERS & SUBWOOFERS

RETRACTABLE TV SCREEN ART
Furthering the mission of reduced aestetic polution
is the Stealth CoverArt system. Designed to
integrate a video screen display into the décor of
a home or office, CoverArt automatically turns it
into a pleasing piece of framed artwork.

Stealth Acoustics understands there are sometimes
scenarios where the Invisible Series speakers aren't
practical, yet high quality sound and minimum
aestetic impact are desired. The Image Art Speaker
& Subwoofer were designed for just that scenario.

When inactive, CoverArt appears to be a framed
work of art. When activated, the custom printed
canvas retracts to reveal the display hidden
underneath.

Based on the foundation of Stealth's Invisible Series
speakers, The Image Art speakers produce clear,
crips sound without grills or exposed openings.
The slim, sleek speakers are wall mounted and can
be painted/finished to match an interior space or
wrapped with a custom canvas print turning them
into a work of audio and visual art.

CoverArt systems may be mounted over on-wall
TV displays or fitted into recesses. Additional uses
for CoverArt have included concealing gun safes,
liquor cabinets or other storage areas. Each system
is custom designed and built to the specifications
provided.
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Beautified Sound
Picture
FULL&LINE
BROCHURE 202025
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Mirror TV’s

TV for him. Decor for her.
Hidden technology with high design appeal
Incorporating the latest technology into your home doesn’t mean
compromising your décor. Séura’s vanishing mirror displays provide
a crisp television image and, when turned off, a fashionable mirror
remains without a hint of its technological applications. You decide
when a television is in the room with the simple push of a remote
control button. No more unsightly and obtrusive monitors!

Outdoor TV’s
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Privacy Glass

Privacy Glass
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Privacy Glass

Privacy Glass
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A Smart New Pre-Wire Solution
DC Connections Exclusive Product...
The idea for the EZ-Cap Pre-Wire Installation Kit was designed by an individual
named James Corwin. James (Jamie) is the co-owner of “The Entertainer”, an
udio/video/security custom installation company, located in Jefferson City, Missouri.
Over the past several years, The Entertainer’s custom installation division has seen
exponential growth, due to more customers needing solutions for home
installations. The Entertainer was given contracts to do pre-wires for condos,
townhouses, and custom homes by several developers. In working with these
developers, Jamie saw the need for a better solution to hide wires in a way that
was most appealing for the developers and customers. Electrical boxes were too
conspicuous, bare wires were tacky, and putting the wires behind drywall made
locating them later a difficult and time consuming process.
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Industry Best Pre-Wire Speaker Brackets

EZ Caps Construction Bracket not only allows precise speaker
location, but the flexibility of installing the speakers of choice
at any given time after the walls are up.
Most New Construction Brackets are speaker specific, which
limits flexibility and options.

The EZ-CAP Pre-Wire Installation Kit consists
of two parts, the base cylinder and fan, and
the cap that will hide the wires from view

The E-Z CAP Pre-Wire Installation Kit is easy to mount with the
universal wings allowing custom spacing. in this picture, it is
already mounted, with the wires tethered within the central cylinder.

Add the drywall and a coat of paint, apply the cap for a nice, clean,
professional finish that also gives you easy location of your wires.
Apply paint over the cap for an additional finished touch.
Industry Best Pre-Wire Speaker Brackets
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Yes, You Need To

Give Your HDTV A Makeover
It’s probably for the best that we consumers don’t have access to the settings
that will make our HDTVs look their best. Sure, you can use a calibration disc, but
chances are good that the TV’s menu controls won’t let you do everything those
discs suggest you do. The advanced stuff requires a trip to the HDTV’s service
menu, which is accessed by punching a secret code into your remote control.
We don’t advise that you do so, however, because you can ruin your TV.
The HDTV manufacturers keep the code a secret for a reason: Poking around in the
wrong places can have devastating consequences. “Consumers should never go
into the service menu,” says Dat Nguyen. “If they don’t know what they’re doing,
they will render the TV useless.”
One ISF-certified calibrator we spoke with years ago during a calibration session
told us the sad tale of a customer who entered the service menu and accidentally
turned off the electron guns used to display an image on the screen. He couldn’t
see anything—including the service menu—and his television was essentially
broken until the ISF calibrator arrived to save the day.

As if going into the service menu isn’t perilous enough, there’s not much the average
consumer can do once they get there. You need pricey equipment to adjust the
settings found there—exactly the kinds of equipment ISF-certified calibrators have.
One of them is a color analyzer that is used to set the white balance of TV displays.
Without that equipment, customers cannot accurately set the colors of their televisions.
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Audio / Video Calibration

What to expect from a

See & Hear As You Should!

The top 10 benefits of a properly calibrated TV are:
• Display a sharper focused, full resolution image.
• Show full detail in the darkest and lightest parts of all scenes.
• Be properly matched to your video system and viewing environment.
• Maintain accurate color balance at all picture light levels.
• Produce a full range of accurate colors, including flesh tones,
grass, sky, and sports jerseys.
• Have a cinema theater “film look.”
• Minimize picture artifacts and distortion.
• Be easier on your eyes.
• Increases the life of your TV.
• Watch your favorite tv shows, movies,
sporting events the way it was meant to be seen.

Audio / Video Calibration
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Automated Shades
Several different control options
•

QMotion shades offer the convenience of moving
the shade up or down, stopping at any of the top,
the bottom, three intermediate stops, or anywhere
in between; all with the ease of a button press

•

Lose your remote? No problem! QMotion shades
can be moved up or down manually with no remote
control. Simply give the shade a gentle pull.

•

Interested in reducing your energy bills?
The programmable timer remote can be set up
to automatically move your QMotion shades.
Automate your shades by time of day, day of
week, sunrise, or sunset.

•

Want to control many shades with just one
remote? QMotion multi-channel remote controls
6 groups of shades, and a “control all,” with one
remote control. Each channel can have an
unlimited number of shades programmed to it.

•

Looking to have your shades connected to your
home automation systems? Qconnect makes
it possible for your home automation system to
control your shades. With Qconnect’s cutting edge
technology, it supports communications with most
building and home control systems.

•

Desire to use your smartphone as your master
control? Wireless Qsync technology and our
QMotion iOS/Android Apps make raising and
lowering your shades easier than sending a text.
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Automated Shades

The new way
to shade.

Innovation never
looked so beautiful
Imagine a motorized shade that quietly rises and
lowers on cue. Imagine the simplicity of no wires,
and the beauty and safety of no cords. Imagine
a sleek and stylish design with the batteries and
motor located
directly inside the shade tube. Imagine the lexibility
of programming shades to move in groups at
ntervals of your choosing. Think it sounds like
wishful thinking? Think again.

Unmatched quietness
Stress-free setup
• Through the use of four high-precision steel ballbearings, • QMotion shades are unbelievably easy to use. Our
QMotion shades dramatically reduces the friction
shades can actually learn the height of your window
that exists when shades move. Less resistance means
with one easy step. Once learned, the shade will
effortless motion, resulting in a level of quietness never
automatically generate preset open positions. Just use
before available in a motorized, wireless shade.
your remote to adjust to your preferred position, or
manually adjust to any height by pulling the bottom bar.
Distinctive designs
• Generous fabric collection of light filtering, decorative
• An option to preprogram the raising and lowering of
and beautiful blackout materials.
the shades at preset times throughout the day adds
• Industry leading minimized side gaps on the sides of
an even greater level of simplicity - while helping to
the shade, cover all but 1/2 of an inch on either side
reduce home energy consumption.
of the fabric.
• With QMotion, its never been simpler to take control
Unparalleled simplicity
• Shade is powered by an internal pack of standard
over light and privacy.
D-cell batteries, needing:
-No cords		
-No electrician
-No wires		
-No special tools
• Batteries last on average three to five years or more,
dramatically reducing cost and adding convenience.
The look you want
• QMotion shades offer several choices of fascia to
conceal the top of the roller shade. Choices include a
painted flat fascia and a fabric wrapped fascia. Both
are available in a pivoting fascia style, which has a face
which pivots up and out of the way, for easier access
when required.

Automated Shades
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PREMIER MANUFACTURERS
OF MOVING AUDIO AND
VISUAL SOLUTIONS
Offering standard, customized and fully
bespoke products, we are the leading
manufacturer of moving
architectural and audio visual solutions.
All of our products are designed
and manufactured in our UK and US
facilities, where we have used our
state of the art production processes
to create products that are unmatched
in both quality and reliability.
Our team is dedicated to consistently
improving our existing product lines
and innovating in new areas to design
functional and reliable mechanisms
that discreetly integrate into your
existing space.
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Motorized Solutions

THE HIGHEST QUALITY
MOTORIZED SOLUTIONS TO PUT
YOUR TECHNOLOGY IN MOTION
Nexus 21 is the leader in reliable, ultra-quiet,
motorized solutions that put technology
in motion. From television pop-up and ceiling
lifts, to projector and storage concealment
mechanisms, to motorized wall mounts, we
break down the barriers of conventional design
and room orientation with covert integrations
for any space.
Our products are the quietest, most reliable
and easiest to install on the market. Every
motorized system is designed and built in the
United States and backed by the industry’s
longest and most extensive warranty, making
it the perfect choice for professionals and
homeowners alike.

Motorized Solutions
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Angie’s List members in Portland can turn to the site to
find recommendations on reliable plumbers, contractors and
other service providers. Portland is a progressive city long
recognized as one of the greenest in the nation because of its
efforts to preserve natural areas and protect the environment.
Because of a long-standing Oregon law protecting farm and
ranch land outside city boundaries, the City of Roses and
neighboring cities like Beaverton, Lake Oswego, South Burlingame
and Hillsboro don’t experience as much urban sprawl as metro
areas in other states. That means homes in the area are
organized into dense neighborhoods of well-maintained homes.
Whether to landscape a yard, eliminate mold or rot caused by
the wet weather or put in a new heating system when the old
one stops working, residents of Portland and the surrounding
areas choose Angie’s List and its member-recommended service
providers for all their repair and home service needs. Find the
best contractors and plumbers on Angie’s List, and keep your
Portland-area home in perfect condition. Join Angie’s List Portland.

Awarded to DC Connections
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DC Connections, LLC
Receives 2019 Best of Portland Award
Portland Award Program
Honors the Achievement

by the Portland Award Program
and data provided by third parties.

Portland, April 13, 2019:
DC Connections, LLC was selected for
the 2019 Best of Portland Award in
the Home Theater Design & Integration
category by the Portland Award Program.

About Portland Award Program

Each year, the Portland Award Program
identifies companies that we believe
have achieved exceptional marketing
success in their local community and
business category. These are local
companies that enhance the positive
image of small business through
service to their customers and our
community. These exceptional
companies help make the Portland
area a great place to live, work and play.
Various sources of information were
gathered and analyzed to choose the
winners in each category. The 2019
Portland Award Program focuses on
quality, not quantity.
Winners are determined based on the
information gathered both internally

The Portland Award Program is an
annual awards program honoring the
achievements and accomplishments
of local businesses throughout the
Portland area.
Recognition is given to those companies
that have shown the ability to use
their best practices and implemented
programs to generate competitive
advantages and long-term value.
The Portland Award Program was
established to recognize the best of
local businesses in our community.
Our organization works exclusively
with local business owners, trade
groups, professional associations and
other business advertising and marketing
groups. Our mission is to recognize the
small business community’s
contributions to the U.S. economy.
SOURCE: Portland Award Program

CONTACT: Portland Award Program
Email: PublicRelations@awardedcity.org
URL: http://www.awardedcity.org
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Please feel free to contact us directly for additional information.
DC Connections will assist in any way possible to provide you
information and to ensure your experience will be pleasant.
Our phone line is available and looking forward in speaking with you.
(503) 880-3710

CCB# 148107

www.dc-connections.com

